Respiratory Evaluation Clinic
Referral Guideline

› **Patients**

This clinic is meant to evaluate patients, age 18+, exhibiting new or worsening respiratory symptoms, with concern for respiratory viral infection (especially COVID-19) who need in-person evaluation, but do not require emergency care.

**-OR-**

Patients previously diagnosed with COVID-19 who have worsening symptoms.

*The clinic is not meant for patients with chronic respiratory conditions who are stable.*

› **Process**

• You can refer via Epic referral order **WU IM COVID Respiratory Clinic** or call 314-996-8103, option #3.

• If your patient has a complicated history, or if you have particular concerns, please place a note in Epic documenting those issues or fax to 314-362-7736, so the clinic provider can see it.

• After we see the patient, we will send you a note with the plan. If you do not receive a note within 48 hours of your patient’s visit, please call 314-362-4330.

• We will refer COVID-positive and COVID-suspected patients to our telemonitoring program for daily check on their clinical status.